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Abstract: The way types of divination move round the planet means it is not helpful to simply attribute one unitary ontology to specific techniques or to groups of practitioners. Explaining divination in terms of ‘ontology’ homogenizes cognitive and conceptual multiplicity, and pre-empts the possible outcomes of divination. Moreover, this contradicts the fundamentally open nature of divination, and the fact that in many forms of divination the reformulation of questions helps keep futures open. With examples drawn from Mambila spider divination, I suggest what an epidemiology of beliefs and ontologies that gather around divination could look like. On this account, divination acts as a ‘boundary object’, mediating both the cognitive differences among clients and the conceptual differences between clients and diviners.
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From the outside, it seems that many of those circling round the ontological turn seem to take for granted that anthropologists can recognize an ontology when they see, taste, or smell one and that no further definition is needed. However, turning to one of those closely associated with the creation of the turn, we find that “these ‘basic ideas’ about the ‘constitution of the world,’ are quite similar to that which once got called, in the bad old days, ‘cosmology,’ ‘ontology,’ or even ‘culture’” (Viveiros de Castro 2012: 66). I would add ‘worldview’ and ‘mentality’ to the list. In his introduction to this issue, William Matthews distinguishes explicit and deep forms of ontology. Matthews uses Michael Scott’s term ‘deep ontology’ for analytical frameworks such as Descola’s fourfold way, a characterization of the modes of reasoning found in ontologies (explicit or implicit). The articles in this issue are mainly concerned with explicit ontologies and...
the tracing of ontologies implicit in divinatory practice that in some cases are glossed as deep ontologies.

Overall, the individual articles draw on quite different types of ontology, even when discussing ‘agentive’ and ‘calculatory’ forms of divination, as suggested in the introduction. Indeed, the distinction between agentive and calculatory divination can be helpful without collocating with ontology. As Matthews points out, that distinction is explicit, and accordingly much of the discussion in the contributions to this special issue is at some remove from concerns about deep ontology.

To this commentator, divinatory praxis seems a far cry from any association of a singular ontology with a singular divinatory system, which is perhaps why discussion of ontologies does not seem to help explain how divination gets used. Although general discussion of ontology may offer the solution to all possible relativist problems, in practice it swaps one set of problems (e.g., about comprehending radical otherness) for others equally irresolvable (How many ontologies may one person have let alone one social group? If a diviner uses many techniques, are they part of many ontologies, one per divination type?). Better to stay with the trouble, to misuse Donna Haraway’s (2016) title. ‘Ontology’ means too many different things to too many of the players, who just shift meanings in response to criticism. Even Holbraad and Pedersen (2017), writing as advocates of the turn, identify five variants, only one of which they promote. All of this raises doubts about whether we can meaningfully associate divination and ontology in general.

In the following, I discuss the problems of associating specific systems of divination with particular ontologies. Rather than as a secondary result of ontology, divination should be considered as an ongoing social process and a technology of translation. This is to view divination as a ‘boundary object’ (Star 2010; Star and Griesemer 1989), connecting clients (who often have immediate pressing concerns) with the diviners and the ontologies associated (if that is a sufficiently neutral term) with the type of divination being used. Boundary objects connect and simultaneously disconnect: they hold connections at a remove, in abeyance. So clients can consult divination without necessarily being a party to any ontologies that the diviners may associate with it.

Does Divination Have an Ontology?

The short answer to this straw question is simple: for ‘divination’ as a category, no. There is no single entity or concept that captures the enormous range of different mantic practices across the world (and across time), so there is no thing or idea that really can be said to have ‘an ontology’. Of course, it might be entirely appropriate to talk about an individual divination system or practice as having
or, better, being connected to or locally explained by an ontology. This is easiest to identify where there are explicit ontologies (whether calculatory or agentive) that may be referred to in explanation of how and why a form of divination produces authoritative results. However, it may also be appropriate for implicit divinatory ontologies. Where there are scattered hints, gestures, and throwaway comments that can be collated and that add up to some sort of account of how spirits or techniques can provide answers that can affect what will happen, then this could be described as this divination’s ontology. As the articles in this special issue make clear, the use of divination often raises matters concerning forms of determinism and ideas about fate. These might plausibly be discussed in ontological terms. However, there is an important caution to consider: to talk of an individual divination system or practice as having an ontology is a shorthand, and sometimes shorthands can be misleading. It is not the divinatory system that has the ontology but the people who use it, or, to be more inclusive, the ensemble of practice formed by people and techniques/objects. For example, in different ways Swancutt’s and Homola’s articles in this issue illustrate the complexity of these entanglements in the variety of different techniques used and the way a single technique may be applied to different problems. Most of the time the practitioners and clients all concur and the shorthand is unproblematic, but this is not always the case. However, we must also recognize that not all the parties to divination may be part of a common shared ontology, as is made clear in some of the contributions to this issue (Homola, Simonetti, and Matthews). Even those that do talk of shared ontologies (Almqvist and Swancutt) leave room for doubt and variation in attitudes. There might be considerable heterogeneity within a community that ontology-talk obfuscates. The activity of consultation, divinatory praxis, may serve as a boundary object that enables the different parties to manage a lack of consensus.

Forms of divination move round the world, and both practitioners and clients move too, complicating the ways in which we might choose to connect ontologies and forms of divination. Cynics or evangelists may use divination in order to demonstrate to their brothers and sisters that the divination is ‘false’ (as they see it). Such phenomena make ascription of an ontology on the basis of divinatory praxis misleading, and we then have to make things more explicit at the risk of long-windedness. Consider the *Yijing* (*I Ching*), one of the oldest and most well-documented forms of divination in the world (see Matthews’s introduction to this issue). If any type of divination deserves to ‘have’ an ontology, it is the *Yijing*. But as soon as one reflects on that statement, problems begin to accrue: Is there one *Yijing* ontology or many? Is there sufficient continuity with the ancient forms that we can speak of one ontology across time (centuries, millennia)? And how might the way it is used in one part of China relate to its use in another, thousands of kilometers away? For the *Yijing*, answers to these questions are possible. Matthews’s work provides a clear account of the Chinese situation, both in
contemporary China and across the historical period (see, e.g., Matthews 2017, 2018). In his view, the *Yijing* is built on some explicit ontological assumptions about *qi* and the universe,⁴ which explains how acts of coin tossing, for example, can provide information about an individual’s predicament. There is a further question: do differences in *use* affect the ontology that we could associate with a divinatory form such as the *Yijing*? In his contribution to this issue, Matthews argues as much. Moreover, such an emphasis on usage fits well with the differences in perspectives and individual interpretations illustrated in the articles by Homola, Swancutt, and Simonetti. When we widen the frame, however, the problems with ontologies compound and get murkier. Feuchtwang, in his commentary in this issue and in his recent co-authored monograph (Feuchtwang and Rowlands 2019), talks about stocks of imagery linking, or forming, civilizations. The patterns of transmission of such images can indeed be mapped and used to identify wider groupings (labeled as having ‘shared ontologies’ or ‘common civilizations’, depending on taste). Asking about the distribution of these images or of ontological themes—such as the agentive versus calculative distinction that frames many of the articles in this issue—raises a quite different set of issues that go back to Dan Sperber’s (1990) idea of the epidemiology of belief, which could now be couched as ontological epidemiology.

To take a single example, searching the Internet for “I Ching London” (to get a UK perspective), the top hit on Google in mid-February 2020 was for Dr Karina Halstead’s website, titled “The Art of Divination.” Still a top hit at the present time, Halstead offers courses and consultations on “Astrology, Tarot & The I Ching—The Book of Changes.” Among the information offered on the *I Ching* courses (on the “About” page), she says that she has “Four decades of experience in consulting The I Ching or Book of Changes on all manner of questions: business, property, legal matters, people and cats. So, [sic] have plenty of informative and entertaining teaching material to share with those interested in this Ancient Book of Wisdom.” This is absolutely not to criticize Dr Halstead but to raise doubts about whether the *Yijing* has a singular ontology since her usage is, as it were, at some remove from the Chinese tradition. I think that were she to collaborate with a researcher (or do the work herself in an auto-ethnographic fashion), it would be possible to characterize her use of different forms of divination and how she understands the world. This might plausibly be labeled an ontology. But whether the three systems she names on her website (astrology, tarot, I Ching) can straightforwardly be said to each have their own separate ontologies (whether implicit or explicit), frankly, I doubt.⁵ And even if they do, then I doubt even more whether those would help much in arriving at Halstead’s ontology since they come from such different historical/cultural traditions. We can but speculate how much of the Confucianism associated with the *Yijing* might be found in Halstead’s ontology. An explicit ontology in one place has become implicit in another. As I understand it, Confucianism sits
uneasily with some of the forms of determinism associated with some forms of astrology, although professor dusky purples (2018: 280–281) shows what a misleading characterization this is. In his account of astrological practice, the point of consultation is all about fitting oneself to and with the universe, using contrasts between astrology and tarot reading to make narratives within which the querents (clients) can situate themselves. The ontological implications of such storytelling may be highly variable and may resist tidying into simple singular ontologies: the dangers of reification and misplaced concretism are ever present. Moreover this means that such ontologies cannot be elicited from diviners alone: what must be fully taken into account is the contribution of the clients to the process of narrativization. This means that anthropologists should not concentrate their attention on the diviners (practitioners) alone.

So much for practitioners. I shall now briefly consider the relationship of ontologies to clients, those seeking divinatory counsel. Many of the clients are likely to be in the gray area of the nevertheless captured by Octave Mannoni’s phrase (1964) “je sais bien mais quand même” (I know very well but nevertheless), as discussed by Dominique Boullier (2004), or by quantum physicist Neils Bohr, who reported his neighbor saying that “horseshoes brought good luck even if you don’t believe in them,” a story told by Werner Heisenberg (1971: 92). Another way of thinking about this is to see it as falling within the pause, the moment of ‘hesitation’ identified by Bruno Latour (2001) when talking about religion. Such complexities are summarized by Kirstine Munk (2007) when discussing the use of astrology in northern Europe. She states: “Astrology is a tricky but typical example of modern non-institutionalized religion because there is no clear connection between belief and use. Some people believe in astrology but do not use it; others believe in it and use it, while others use it but do not believe in it” (ibid.: 288; italics in original). When clients come to a practitioner, or start to use divinatory techniques by themselves, it is not safe to assume or infer that they are agreeing to, participating in, buying into, acquiescing to, or co-constructing an ontology (readers will recognize that I am unsure what the best phrasing might be), that is, the ontology of that divinatory type.

Munk’s quote above summarizes the situation nicely, not just for users of astrology, but for many users of many different divination systems. There are numerous ethnographies that stress the instrumentality of the way people consult. There are specific problems, and those afflicted will consider many options (often any options) that will help them resolve those problems. It is not clear to me that instrumental, pragmatic use is sufficient to warrant or to ascribe an ontology or ontologies. In other words (as William Matthews has pointed out to me), there are problems of ontology in anthropology that parallel recognized problems of ‘belief’. It is easy when dealing with religious systems like Christianity, which have manuals that lay out beliefs to their followers and socially sanctioned experts to explain the texts. It is far less straightforward without
texts or experts in similar positions of authority, or where the only recognized authorities are dead. This parallel seems clear for implicit and explicit ontologies. Reflecting on how people in rural France deal with affliction, and how her readers in the urban centers (including colleagues at the CNRS) empathize to the extent of asking for dewitching services, Jeanne Favret-Saada (2012) talks about ‘minimal ontologies’.

**Anthropological Approaches to Divination**

I now turn to ways in which anthropologists have been (or, in my view, should be) studying divination and divinatory practice. The tensions between what people say they do and what they actually do are classical topics of anthropological interest. But given this background, it is odd that this difference has only rarely been addressed in the literature on divination, most of which is surprisingly idealized and abstracted from divinatory praxis. This leaves it difficult to understand the way that people maintain or perhaps change their perspectives as they live their lives.

Rather, we should accept that we necessarily give knowingly incomplete accounts of divination—and we should relish this. This is to entirely agree with Sónia Silva when discussing lipele basket divination among Luvale people on the Angola/Zambian border, neighbors of the Nbembu studied by Victor Turner (1975). Silva (2011: 141) states: “The view that lipele divination is a way of knowing, a way of doing, and a way of working and laboring is incomplete.” In a series of later articles, Silva uses basket divination as the basis for understanding the religious system of the people concerned (see Silva 2013, 2014, 2018). Contrastingly, I have found that the study of Mambila divination helps to understand the sociology of the clients more than their religion. However, by presenting a knowingly incomplete account, I leave room for other Mambila scholars to undertake more research on Mambila religion (see Zeitlyn 2020b).

My interest in what clients use divination for and how they (rather than the experts) make sense of the results puts me at odds with scholars intent on extracting ontologies from the study of divination. Such scholars are interested in cosmology and meaning and are wary, as René Devisch (2012: 94) puts it, of any reduction to “pragmatic enactment of the order of facts.” But this is not a zero-sum game. Rather than a reduction to pragmatics, I suggest that we examine how facts are made pragmatically, and rather than the religio-semiotic systems of the diviners, I concentrate on the clients’ perspectives. These different emphases are, perhaps surprisingly, disconnected from each other; at the very least, they underdetermine each other. Often this is sustained by forms of an intellectual division of labor facilitated by the divinatory process that everyone concentrates on (and possibly talks about), but potentially in different ways.
This is why it can function as a boundary object. Knowledge about cosmological meanings in the abstract tells us little about how their application can help an individual to resolve a real-life problem, just as individual cases offer relatively little help in unpacking an ontology. To take an example from Evans-Pritchard’s (1937) classic anthropological analysis of divination, an account of Zande ontology would surely include the way that humans can attack each other through witchcraft and that the power to do so is inherited matrilaterally. However, to understand how ideas about witchcraft are used to explain and address misfortune, a detail becomes important, one that I do not think would be granted the same status in the Zande ontology as the two features already given—inherited witchcraft potential may not be active. In other words, it cannot be inferred without evidence (e.g., from divination) that the children of a known witch are bewitching their enemies. What we need are multiple ways of thinking through ethnographic complexity.

Divination as a Decision-Making Technology

Another way of framing these issues is by seeing divination as a technology of decision making. Writing in the United States for a range of individuals in various sectors, Adam Gordon (2008: 211) says that “the test of this forecasting is not a more accurate picture of tomorrow, but better thinking about the future. The payoff is better decisions, not better predictions.” His book targets market makers and advertising agents who aspire to future-influencing actions rather than neutral predictions or forecasts. However, what counts as “better thinking about the future” is highly contentious and is perhaps the most important first question. That there is no single (let alone simple) answer itself has implications about how to approach “thinking about the future” (see Zeitlyn 2020a for other ways of doing this). The different forms of divination and the highly disparate ways in which they are used can illuminate the ways different people think about the future (among other things). And, as was mentioned above, when analyzing actual processes of forecasting or divining, it may help to approach them as sequences of putative translations, or discussions of suggested translations. The procedures and technicalities of divinatory praxis may feature in these discussions as boundary objects, having very different resonances to clients and to diviners who nonetheless are able to continue their interactions, in part through their mutual orientation to the divination being undertaken.

It may be more accurate to think of divination as a technology that assists decision making, or is at least involved in decision making. As several large literatures have made clear, ‘decision making’ is not a straightforward process: it is deeply misleading to think of it as occurring by formulaic means, let alone through the cool application of rationality or formal logic. The historian Ged
Martin (2004) provides some excellent examples of how hard it is to pin down what led to a decision being made in the way it was (i.e., the processes of decision making), particularly when it is retrospectively recast after the fact as having taken place according to a hard rationalist logic. He cites the telling example of British author and activist Edith Lyttelton, who spent time in 1900 debating whether to follow her husband to South Africa or whether to stay in the UK with her two-month-old baby. Despite finding many good reasons to stay, she awoke one morning to find that she had decided to leave (ibid.: 87).

This has been taken up recently in very different terms by Pascal Boyer (2020). He argues that divination is persuasive because the techniques used are seen to justify the utterances made as not being the responsibility of the diviner: the techniques remove diviners from responsibility for authorship of the results, thereby making them disinterested parties. As well as avoiding reasons to distrust the results, divination provides an external means of breaking a deadlock to overcome what Jean-Pierre Boutinet (1990: 337) calls “the anguish of an uncertain future.” As G. E. R. Lloyd (2002: 41) puts it, “the chief role of a prediction may … simply [be] to resolve indecision.”

Many authors have made similar points about the use of divination. These include Sarah Iles Johnston (2005), who discusses ancient divination as not “a way of solving a particular problem … but rather a way of redirecting the problem” (ibid.: 22; emphasis in original), so that it can be solved by human or everyday means. Also discussing ancient oracles, in this case in Roman Egypt, David Ratzan (2018) argues that one effect of using divination was to overcome distrust and so facilitate long-distance trade.

In his account of Chinese geomancy, Stephan Feuchtwang (2002: 279) writes that one of its functions is “to regularise the making of decisions in an irregular and uncertain field of choice” (see also Stafford 2007). A similar sentiment is ascribed by Michael Jackson (2013: 44-45) to Kuranko life-worlds in Sierra Leone: “The diviner’s analysis transforms uncertainty into a provisional certainty, and his instructions for an appropriate sacrifice enable the consulter to move from inertia to purposeful activity (praxis).” Jackson uses a phenomenological, experiential approach that avoids talk of ontological difference, relying instead on his ethnographic involvement in the life of the Kuranko village of Kamadugu Sukurela.

As well as enabling action by externalizing the source of the decision and thereby avoiding potentially endless prevarication, the source of divinatory advice (which, as noted, is usually not seen to be the diviner) is invested with responsibility for decisions. Paralleling the way Boyer argues that diviners are not responsible for their utterances, the clients can also say that they are not responsible for their decisions—they are, as it were, ‘just following orders’. What Boyer calls ‘ostensive detachment’ thus has cosmological and ontological implications, as the contributors to this special issue show in so many ways.
Yet the question remains, what sorts of entities can be held responsible? Attributions of responsibility emerge from what Hirokazu Miyazaki (2003: 259) calls “an anticipation of retrospection,” a term elaborated on by Carlo Caduff (2014: 303). The two strands of decision making and responsibility for actions combine, so that “divination comes into view as a cultural technology of hope and prospect, reshaping and recreating the temporal horizon of the individual subject” (Graw 2012: 25).

**Skepticism beyond Academia**

Several authors, from Evans-Pritchard onward, have described widespread unease among groups using divination about whether particular diviners are charlatans. Evans-Pritchard (1937: 185) reports that many of his Azande acquaintances “believed that there are a few reliable practitioners, but that the majority are quacks.” This led to his much-discussed list of 22 reasons “why the Zande do not perceive the futility of their magic” (ibid.: 475–478). Words such as ‘futility’, ‘quack’, and ‘charlatan’ are of course highly pejorative. I prefer to tread a different path, not so much ducking these issues as addressing them obliquely (in the spirit of Emily Dickinson’s telling the truth ‘slant’) in the hope of avoiding the need to use such contentious language or to ask the questions that often elicit it.

Related to skepticism is the widespread phenomenon of *mundane empiricism.* This can be demonstrated by two quotations from the literature on divination in Africa:

> There is in the client if not in the diviner a willing suspension of belief … But the object of a drama lies in its production of an intelligence applicable beyond itself. The only requirement is that the drama should not break down before the epiphanies are achieved. That such a dramatic production as divination is not easily brought off, however, is evidenced by the considerable amount of shopping around by clients for suitable diviners (Fernandez 1967: 17).

> Not only the diviners but also the clients have their own strategies. For the clients, withholding information is a crucial means not only of testing the diviner but also of minimizing the influence of the clever smiths, for clients want to retain as much agency as possible. Although they trust his performance and the profession, at least to some extent, they frequently choose to get a second opinion, sometimes right after a certain treatment has been recommended (van Beek 2015: 146–147).

In her account of Gisu divination in Uganda, whose diviners operate only in private and never produce certain results, Suzette Heald (1991: 305) describes clients as being wary of what could be described as ‘cold calling’ by diviners. They prefer to consult distant diviners who do not know about their case. She points to the need to pay heed to the “sessions which end as they began,
indeterminate as to causal agent and to the procedure to be followed”—the ‘unsuccessful’ consultations (ibid.: 306). For an individual to be identified as a witch, Heald says, three independent diviners must concur. This reveals the limited authority ascribed to a single diviner. She also questions the adequacy of a functionalist approach, emphasizing positive, socially redemptive dispute resolution, whereas she sees unending conflict: “When divination—as is often, perhaps even usually, the case—provides no clear course of action the suspicions entertained remain to be hidden in the heart until the next misfortune brings them back into play and into full consciousness once more. Divination here legitimatises ill will” (ibid.: 313). She quotes Turner for whom divination revealed “a ‘paranoid’ style, plugged into a negative vision of social reality, the ‘secret war of all against all’” (ibid.). So discussion of skepticism shades into discussion of the zero-sum game of witchcraft as exemplifying the play of individual competition.

We must also recognize that what appears to be skeptical behavior may not be evidence of skepticism. Aaron Denham (2017) has discussed Nankani divination in northern Ghana, a system similar to that of the Tallensi described and filmed by Meyer Fortes (1959, 1966). Nankani clients behave in ways that might be associated with skepticism, such as undertaking repeated consultations with different diviners. They also use an extreme masking technique, sending a relative to deliver two sticks to a distant diviner and ask which of the two alternatives is correct, without telling either relative or diviner which alternative is associated with which stick (Denham 2017: 109–110). However, this technique14 is said to be used not to avoid charlatan diviners but to prevent spirit children from interfering with the results.

Taking Clients Seriously?

Divination in the abstract may have many meanings for different groups of people and, as I said above, does not have a single, identifiable ontology. It may have different meanings in theory for scholars—as a set of ideas, as a symbolic system for its practitioners—while clients may be more interested in the results of consulting divination regardless of its symbolic or cosmological implications (which they leave to those with the luxury to consider them). From the clients’ perspective the pragmatics of decision making, the ubiquitous need to make decisions in the context of doubt and uncertainty, does not gain from there being a single cosmological or ontological blueprint realized in divination. As practiced divination is something else again, it is many other things, and is perhaps not best thought about primarily in terms of ‘meanings’ or as a symbolic system.15 In practice, and especially for clients, it is a mechanism to test ways of understanding a situation and to help people confronting
problems, often complicated and sometimes conflicting, to decide on the best way to react to them.

I have sought to address this by encompassing partial views, using a variety of perspectives (see Zeitlyn 2020b). I see an acceptance of incompleteness as a strength of social anthropology (Zeitlyn 2008; Zeitlyn and Just 2014; see also Nyamnjoh 2017: 120–121), since this provides a framework for accommodating inconsistent approaches. At one level of analysis, the forms of divination being used are consistent with its social functions. I emphasize the modesty of the phrase “consistent with its social functions.” The social role of divination alone cannot provide a full functional explanation (after Elster 1982). However, the constraints of social function cannot be ignored, and, weak though they are, those constraints explain some of what is found, ruling out other outcomes. We cannot explain in these terms why the phenomenon exists at all, let alone the details of a particular type of divination; but given that it does exist, its persistence (in that social role) may be so explained. The reasons for the existence of any social feature are historical in the most general sense of the word. The institution may have been borrowed, bought, invented, imposed, or otherwise introduced. The literature on witchcraft eradication movements gives good examples of the historical dynamics concerned (see, e.g., Bonhomme 2013; Douglas 1963; Willis 1970).

In what ways can we move beyond this? Some form of ‘cognitive process’ is taking place since the people practicing divination (clients as well as diviners) are literally thinking through problems. So divination can be used as a natural laboratory for those interested in cognition ‘in the wild’. Notwithstanding this, another avenue of research concerns the problems themselves and what they tell us about clients’ lives, insofar as these can be separated from the cognition involved in thinking about them.

Different types of divination can be distinguished. Using the terms introduced by Matthews for this issue, on the one hand is ‘agentive divination’, in which the warrants for the truth of the divinatory utterances lie with agents other than the diviner (often but not always associated with the diviner being possessed by those agents). On the other is ‘calculatory divination’, in which the procedures (techniques) of divination must be correctly performed. Correct practice is held to be necessary to obtain truthful divinatory utterances in calculatory divination. This gives such forms of divination a multiple orientation (making it an attractive subject for social anthropologists), as they require the diviner to look toward (1) the process of divination, that is, the procedures and techniques that constitute divinatory practice, whereby the calculations must be performed correctly; (2) the audience, which sometimes includes other diviners, anthropologists, and potential clients; and (3) the client who brings a problem, a question, or a set of inquiries to the divinatory séance. Clients must be satisfied that their concerns have been addressed and their questions answered.
Since diviners must demonstrate technical or professional competence as well as providing answers to the client’s problems, close study of divination can reveal thought in action. Approaches from conversation analysis and (more generally) ethno-methodology can be of assistance here. Works by Harold Garfinkel ([1967] 1984) and Peter McHugh (1968) point up the significance of responses to contradictions that I have applied to divinatory process (Zeitlyn 1990, 2020b).

As mentioned above, divination renders cognition concrete or explicit. This makes the work of researchers such as Edwin Hutchins (1994) and Eric Livingstone (2008), who pioneered the study of rationality ‘in the wild’, highly relevant to the study of divination. However, the course of fieldwork has led me to a different and very old set of anthropological preoccupations, concerned less with the mode or style of reasoning and more with the patterns of the issues at stake. This is to use the study of divination cases as an anthropological or even as a sociological lens, providing an account of local social concerns. Cognition remains relevant, since it is never possible to stop thinking. Divination can reveal both the topics that are of most concern in a social group and how clients using divination think through those topics as they decide what to do next. Livingstone has demonstrated that reasoning may work differently for different tasks: addressing a problem in checkers (draughts), doing a jigsaw puzzle, or using a domestic fridge (ibid.). These empirical observations are particularly important in rebutting philosophers who, over the centuries and with no empirical basis, have asserted or merely assumed the existence of only one form of rationality: logic. It is reasonable to infer that people may reason differently about the principles of divination than about weeding their fields. Even when consulting divination, they may reason differently about results concerning the serious illness of a child than about those concerning missing goats, as I hope researchers will explore in future.19

I have compiled a data set of more than 600 cases of Mambila divinatory consultation. This allows us to summarize the pattern of Mambila concerns, the distribution of question types revealing a sociology of troubles and uncertainties. It also allows us to examine the boundary between anticipation and prediction, between people’s attitudes to the near and the far future. Mambila divination clients tend to bring questions about immediate problems, things that can be clearly anticipated, rather than longer-term predictive concerns. For example, a client from a neighboring village asked (on 29 August 2012) about taking professional examinations and was told to wait until the following year. Someone asking about building a house was also told (on 5 July 2013) to wait a year (house building only takes place during the dry season):

Q: [XXX} came to ask about building a house. He wants to do it this year or should he wait?

A: He should wait until next year.
However, this temporal distinction masks the way that short-term issues can become persistent. In 1985, one of the first divination sessions I was allowed to record concerned the ill health of the client’s daughter. She recovered from the malaria that was then the immediate issue, but sadly in 2019 her chronic eczema persisted. With hindsight (retrodiction) we can see that what had been immediate short-term problems have now become long-term ones. The question that is never asked is the general one: will I resolve this problem? A negative answer would deny hope. There is always hope, so the question is not asked. A senior diviner discussed these issues with me in the pauses during a consultation with another diviner while we waited for the spiders to emerge and provide their answers. He was clear that when divining about an illness, one does not ask, “Will this person die?” The flow of our conversation turned him into a determinist—a case of what Baruch Fischhoff and Ruth Beyth (1975) would call ‘creeping determinism’—retrospectively ascribing events with inevitability. For him, “divination does not lie,” so if it says “someone will die,” then they will die. But he is not a hard-nosed determinist (except when discussion with an anthropologist makes him so), holding that if you do not ask the question, then the possibility of recovery remains. From that viewpoint, the divinatory process seems to fix the outcome: to force an issue by asking the question rules out options that would have been left open by avoidance of the question. There are delicate issues of translation at play in the way that the impetus to consult divination leads to the actual framing of questions. In the example of this illness, recovery remained an option as long as it was not ruled out by asking about it. In other words, implicit in the question is the ‘horizon of expectation’ (Koselleck [1985] 2004) that encompasses possible answers. So the options put to divination enable us to sketch the bounds of possibility, the sense of what is possible that is demonstrably shared by the speakers. The alternatives they propose are accepted as viable and are literally unquestioned, and hence come to form the backdrop to the consultation, its ‘horizon of expectation’.

Returning to the avoidance of asking whether someone might die, this aspect of question framing suggests a Mambila version of Schrödinger’s cat, the quantum physics thought experiment in which a cat sits in a limbo of superposed possibilities, being both dead and alive, until the act of inspection collapses the ‘wave packet’, bringing about one state or the other. However, in the Mambila version the superposed state would end not when the box was opened but when the possibility of death was posed to and ruled on by spider divination. In such a case, a Mambila diviner might say that the spider had opened the box behind the scenes and reported what it found. A Mambila version of the thought experiment might perhaps be better called Schrödinger’s spider.

The notion that divination affects outcomes has interesting and perplexing implications. It allows Mambila clients some say in how far their future is fixed. By not divining, or by divining but choosing their questions so as to
leave positive outcomes in play, they keep their futures more open, choosing among translations of their problems as they pose (frame) questions. So for Mambila clients, the play of anticipation as it shades into longer-term prediction is controlled and managed, even if not described as such. The contributors to this special issue describe the fundamental assumptions that structure anticipation as ontologies at the risk of misplaced concretism. Such concretism makes it difficult to capture the variation of opinions and perspectives in Mambila spider divination, for instance. Differences of opinion and lack of consensus can be managed by the use of boundary objects, technologies such as divination that allow people to meet and act together without going into detail or discussing whether or not they share an ontology.

Conclusions

Although the questions reveal the bounds of possibility being considered, it is important to remain alert to the questions not being asked, not because they are unthinkable but because they are unpalatable. The UK’s Chancellor of the Exchequer Philip Hammond was in the news in October 2017 for not making contingency plans for a ‘hard Brexit’. It was probably not that he could not anticipate that outcome and more likely that he did not want to make that possibility seem more real by planning for it (little more than two years later the irony of this is already apparent). We make our futures not only by the choices we make but, before then, by the outcomes we contemplate, by the patterns of our multiple anticipations. For this reason, the way questions are framed, the outcomes they include or exclude, and the background circumstances they take for granted or reject out of hand deserve further study.

There is an increasing amount of scholarship on differing conceptualization of fate and destiny (see, e.g., Elliot 2016; Elliot and Menin 2018; Menin 2015). Living in and with uncertainty makes futures ‘uncanny’, as Bryant and Knight (2019) put it, and if ‘the future is written’, then it is not clear who can read the text or whether it can be revised. This increases demand for divination and other means to deal with opaque futures. If diviners are seen as those who can read ‘what is written’, how can clients be sure that they will read correctly, let alone understand what they have read? And the text that they read may in fact be a palimpsest, so a ‘reading’ may not help those who must decide how to act without interpretative work being done by all involved (once again this involves forms of translation). As Samuli Schielke (2018: 343) puts it: “This ‘malleable fixity’ … has made destiny an extraordinarily helpful idea for humans to find their way in a life that they live but do not own.”

The study of divination can provide privileged insights into the way people deal with the multiple and intertwining problems posed by everyday life.
The questions asked and the ways in which alternatives are framed reveal the bounds of conceptual possibility (which could be glossed as an ontology) in terms of which people reason when deciding what their actions should be. The clients may not have elaborated some of these ideas as much as the diviners, who are often intellectuals: in other words, there may not be a common ontology connecting the participants. But when they meet in a divinatory consultation, diviner and client need to connect somehow or other. This may be through a (somewhat) shared understanding, or by the divinatory praxis acting as a boundary object, which the diviners and clients use to talk across or talk through. On this account it matters little whether the divination system being used is agentive or calculatory. Whatever the means used in the triangular interaction between divination, diviners, and clients, the clients must leave feeling that their issues have been (more or less) addressed, or they will not return. For too long, the key divinatory encounter for academics such as anthropologists has been that between anthropologist and diviner. Such encounters can easily lead to anthropologists generating ontologies. It is time we recognize that the encounter that matters is that between diviner and client—and that these encounters do not need a common ontology to be deemed successful.
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Notes

1. Deep ontologies are also intuitive. Pascal Boyer (1999) uses the latter term when discussing the cognitive foundations of religion. He contrasts “religious ontologies, that is, mental representations concerning the existence (and causal powers) of various supernatural entities” (ibid.: 55; author’s emphasis) with ‘intuitive ontologies’ acquired in childhood about how the world works (e.g., whether trees walk and think or if stones speak).

2. See, for example, Pedersen (2012) for a master class in such deft footwork.

3. By and large, I will leave as a different issue for others to pursue whether things/idea/practices should be talked about as ‘having’ ontologies at all, although some initial thoughts follow. I have discussed other problems with ontologies elsewhere (Zeitlyn 2014). There is now a large literature discussing the pros and cons of the ontological turn. A starting point is the GDAT debate from 2008 published as “Ontology Is Just Another Word for Culture” (Carrithers et al. 2010).

4. Other forms of divination may not be accompanied by such explicit theorizing: neither tarot cards nor Mambila spider divination seem to have it.

5. As we have seen, for the Yiijing an ontology can be identified, for tarot it is unclear (to be generous), and for astrology there are several competitors. What then are the ontological commitments of someone like Dr Halstead who uses all three?

6. Without getting further embroiled in speculation upon speculation, I note that these comments assume that an ontology should be self-consistent. I am not sure that this is correct. I leave neo-ontologists to tease out the implications of the possibilities of contradictory or inconsistent ontologies. What is inconsistent on paper (e.g., in an anthropologist’s systematization) may nonetheless be consistent and entirely workable in practice.

7. See the discussion of Boyer (2020) below for why people find divinatory results authoritative.

8. See, for example, Zeitlyn (1994: 240–244) for a Mambila instance of these beliefs.

9. For deep ontologies, the situation may be worse. Once again we have the specter of the anthropologist claiming to know more than the people whose ontologies these are. The problem of structures identified by Lévi-Strauss through comparative analysis of Amerindian mythology also holds for Descola.

10. I discuss various models for this in a recent article in Current Anthropology (see Zeitlyn 2020a). Bryant and Knight (2019) give another approach concentrating on those caught in unending presents whose futures may not arise. A useful way of characterizing various forms of temporal thought is via Bakhtin’s (1981) idea of the chronotope. A chronotope connects attitudes to space and time, so different cultural traditions may have different chronotopes.

11. Similar arguments have been made by Du Bois (1987) and then by Zempléni (1994); however, Boyer (2020) puts the arguments in a wider, more evolutionary frame.

12. This is implicit in Niklas Luhmann’s (2006) ideas about ‘uncertainty reduction’ or ‘uncertainty absorption’.
13. This is a pejorative term for the practice of many stage psychics in which information is elicited and then reported to the audience without the elicitation being noticed.

14. Versions of this same technique are known from the classical world. See Johnston (2008: 68) regarding instances from the oracle at Dodona.

15. A concern with ‘meaning’ risks sending anthropologists down the path of theological abstraction, perhaps working with like-minded diviners to construct an elaborate ontology, making the implicit explicit in ways not normally done. This is ‘situation normal’ for a lot of anthropology with its considerable and well-recognized attendant dangers of reification and overformalization. These are comfortable concerns for intellectuals removed from the mundane urgency that leads many to consult divination, such as the questions of how to treat an illness and who should do it.

16. The ambiguity of this phrase is fortuitous and has been left to stand.

17. Discussion of possible classifications goes back to Cicero. See Zeitlyn (2020b: chap. 2) for a summary.

18. Even if clients are unhappy about the results, they must accept them as answers to the questions posed.

19. Aafke de Vos’s (2017) thesis uses inferential erotetic logic (IEL) to formalize some instances of Mambila divination, but her data set (extracted from my unpublished data) is not large enough to be able to consider possible differences in reasoning between different topics. For now, all we can do is point to the possibility and the way that divination studies provide a natural laboratory for studies of reasoning.

20. This resembles Martin Holbraad’s (2012) account of Ifá divination in Cuba. The Mambila twist is that they tend to avoid the fixity described.

21. Commenting on a draft, William Matthews asked, “Does ontology have to imply uniformity of ideas between individuals?” It is not for me to answer this question, but if the answer is that there is no “uniformity of ideas,” then I cannot really see how there can be a single ontology. And if we are multiplying ontologies among members of a single social group, then I fear the idea loses utility (to put it politely). However, I note that Matthews sees virtue in the epidemiological ontological approaches mentioned earlier, but does not share my worry that this risks multiplying ontologies too much to be helpful.
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